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Is it a Renewal or an Extension?
• A “renewal” arguably renews the entirety of the lease,
which could include concessions (rent abatement, tenant
improvements, etc.) that were appropriate for initial
lease term, but not an extension.
• An “extension” is just that: The lease continues in its
current state for additional period of time.
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How do Landlords view extension
options?
• Uncertain occupancy after expiration of initial
term
• Potential to impede negotiations with new,
potentially more creditworthy tenant, for the space
But…
• Potential to limit acquisition costs of new tenancy
• May be selling point to secure a tenant (and
potential for longer cash flow stream)
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How do Tenants view extension
options?
• Flexibility for real estate needs after initial term
expires
• Potential to renegotiate key terms, including
rental rate
• Predictability when considering a move to new
space
But…
• Can lead to uncertainty of rent amounts,
depending on terms of extension (i.e. market
rental rate)
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What notice requirements should be
included?
• General:
▪ Tenant should exercise in writing (to avoid question of whether
Tenant actually exercised)
▪ Explicitly elect to extend the Term (again, to avoid any dispute)

• Timeframe:
▪ Tenant: As much flexibility as possible, with notice as late as
possible
▪ Landlord: Defined window (i.e. No earlier than _____, and no
later than ______.)
• Ex: No earlier than 12 months and no later than 9 months before expiration
of then-current term (initial or extension term)

• Consequences of untimely notice
▪ Landlord: Forfeit right to extend the Term
▪ Tenant: Notice from Landlord that deadline passed, and cure
period.
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What are typical limitation(s) on Tenant’s
right to exercise its extension option?

•
•
•
•
•

No default
Non-transferrable
Within timeframe allotted
For entire space then occupied by Tenant
Landlord may want to include:
▪ Only applies to original Tenant
▪ Tenant must prove it has sufficient financial
condition
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What will the monthly rent payment
be during the extension period?
• Avoid generic language (ex: Parties will work together to
determine base rent amount for extension period)
• Rate could be a set, predetermined amount:
▪ Continued percentage increase (ex: 3% annual increase)
▪ Amounts established and set forth in Lease

• Rent could be based on concept of “market rent”:
▪ Could be in Landlord’s sole discretion
▪ Could be that Landlord provides an initial offer, and Tenant can
accept or reject
▪ Could be a negotiation process: Arbitration, Baseball Arbitration,
Three-appraiser method, etc.

• Other considerations:
▪ Rent “floor”: (Ex. In no event less than rental rate in effect prior
to extension period)
▪ Updated “Base Year” for operating expenses, if applicable
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How long of an extension period
should there be?

More Terms, Shorter
Periods
• More flexibilty for Tenant
• More uncertainty for
Landlord
• More instances of
negotiations for rental
rate (or other terms)
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Fewer Terms, Longer
Periods
• Less flexibility for Tenant
• More certainty for
Landlord
• Less negotiation of terms
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Other terms to consider . . .
• Should security deposit increase?
• If there is percentage rent: Will there be a
new breakpoint number?
• Will there be any rent concessions? (i.e.
Abatement of rent)
• Will there be a new buildout/tenant
improvements?
• Automatic extension unless Tenant elects
not to exercise?
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Continued
Continued.. .. ..
• Tenant’s exercise should be documented in
writing (letter v. amendment).
• Are there any guarantors that need to reaffirm
their guaranty obligations?
• Has Tenant’s use changed?
• Do Tenant’s special rights continue during
extension period?
▪ ROFR, ROFO, Termination Right, Etc.

• Tenant to have additional extension options?
© Copyright 2019 Saul Ewing Arnstein & Lehr LLP
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Questions?
Please feel free to contact:
Wade C. Adamson
Saul Ewing Arnstein & Lehr LLP
Email: wade.adamson@saul.com
Telephone: (612) 225-2954
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I. BACKGROUND

Expansion Options
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BACKGROUND
• Tenant anticipates future growth.
• Valuable concession from a landlord.
• Dependent on the leverage of a tenant.
• Terms of existing lease generally apply, but can be negotiated in
any manner and other special rights can be obtained.

• An agreement amending the original agreement is usually required
after rights exercised and an agreement is reached.
• Usually manifest in three common forms:
• pure expansion right
• right of first offer
• right of first refusal

Expansion Options
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II. CONDITIONS AND LIMITATIONS
An expansion option clause will
usually have several conditions
precedent and other limitations
to an exercise by a tenant.

Expansion Options
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CONDITIONS AND LIMITATIONS
• All rights are specific and personal to the named tenant.

• An option is subject to any “superior rights” of other tenants.
• An option must be exercised by the tenant within a specific time
period and tenant must provide notice.
• An option is applicable to a minimum and maximum amount of
space.
• An expansion space may be delivered over an extended period
following exercise of an option.

• A tenant must occupy a minimum amount of space at the time an
option is exercised.
• A lease must be in effect at the time the option is exercised.
Expansion Options
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III. PURE EXPANSION RIGHTS
Gives a tenant the right to lease
a fixed amount of space for a
specified period of time.

Expansion Options
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PURE EXPANSION RIGHTS
Rent
If commencement of term for expansion is close enough to the initial term
commencement, then landlord may agree that initial rents will apply to the
expansion premises.
Parties can agree in advance on a fixed amount.
Parties can agree to have the rent based on market rates at the time option
is exercised, which requires additional consideration for consequences if the
parties fail to agree (e.g., arbitration) or strong drafting of the agreed upon
method to calculate future market rate rent.
Different calculation that’s determined by the parties.

Notice / Term

Expansion Options
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PURE EXPANSION RIGHTS
Landlord Concerns
Whether to offer it at several points throughout the original lease’s term.
Whether a stand-by fee can or should be assessed at any point, which can be assessed if the
expansion space is to remain vacant until an option is exercised.
Tenant Concerns
How much space will it need for expansion?
Whether tiers or multiple expansion options should be negotiated for obtaining more space.

Construction requirements in new space
Sublease rights for the expansion space?
Other Considerations
Unless tenant has a clear path for future growth, the right to exercise the option may never arise at
the right time when there are multiple factors at play (e.g., tenant need, open space in building and
the specific term to exercise the right).

Expansion Options
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IV. RIGHTS OF FIRST OFFER (ROFO)
Gives a tenant the right, during
a specified period of time, to
lease specific space on the
terms offered by the landlord,
prior to the landlord offering that
space to third parties.
Expansion Options
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RIGHTS OF FIRST OFFER (ROFO)
Notice
Heavily negotiated portion of agreement.

Important that specific attention is given to these requirements.
Triggering mechanism is usually once landlord learns of future space
“availability” (with special attention to how it is defined).
Landlord usually required to notify tenant and give a specific period of time
to respond that is usually longer than ROFRs because no third parties are
waiting.
If rejected, a method needs to be established for tenant response and other
considerations for any “Second Chance” provisions.

Rent / Term
Expansion Options
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RIGHTS OF FIRST OFFER (ROFO)
Landlord Considerations
Impediment to the free transfer of the space because landlord will have to offer it to tenant.
Keeps property off market while tenant uses window to make decision on expansion.
Whether ROFO is a one-time right or a continuing right throughout term.
If tenant rejects offer, should landlord agree to a “Second Chance” provision?
Tenant Considerations
No certainty that this right will arise under a lease.
Depending on size of premises, typically only for space contiguous to existing lease space.
Whether the ROFO applies to some or all of the leased space.
Other Considerations
Different tiers of expansion rights to maximize flexibility.
Likelihood of quickly filling vacancies on the open market.

Expansion Options
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V. RIGHTS OF FIRST OFFER (ROFR)
Gives a tenant the right to
match the terms of a bona
fide offer for additional space
from a third party.

Expansion Options
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RIGHTS OF FIRST REFUSAL (ROFR)
Notice
The provisions will specify the terms governing the submission of notice of
the third party offer to a tenant and the time within which a tenant must
accept or reject the offer.
A tenant with a ROFR will want adequate time to respond to the landlord’s
notification of an impending third party lease.
Tenant will expect a memorandum describing the terms of a third party’s
offer, including a description of the space, the rent, any escalation
provisions, construction allowances, taxes, operating expenses and other
pass-throughs and any other material terms of the offer.

Rent / Term

Expansion Options
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RIGHTS OF FIRST REFUSAL (ROFR)
Landlord Concerns
Landlord will want to keep the review period as short as possible (usually no more than 20-30
days) to minimize risk of losing a third party offer.
Third parties looking to rent the space dislike ROFR’s because the third party’s negotiating efforts
may end up benefitting the existing tenant
Landlord has to put in marketing efforts (money and time) to find a third party interested in the
space and negotiate a deal.
Tenant Concerns
Tenant will want to have sufficient time to determine its needs for the additional space after
receiving a notice of a third party’s offer.
Other Considerations
Right of First Refusal tends to have a “chilling effect” in generating potential tenants to which the
landlord is interested in leasing. Third parties are often wary of expending time, energy and costs in
negotiating a deal if an existing tenant can step in and reap the benefits. Thus, ROFR’s may
diminish the pool of potential tenants, which may ultimately result in a lower rent and delays in
renting the space.
Expansion Options
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I. Option of Tenant to
Terminate Lease Early
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Why would a tenant wish to
terminate its lease prior to the
scheduled lease expiration date ?
• loss of specific business or an underlying contract
• tenant needs larger amount of space
• tenant wants to limit its possible exposure in the
event of a business or economic downturn
• to obtain the equivalent of the shorter lease term
that landlord refused to give
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Why would a landlord resist granting
a right of early lease termination?
• market conditions favor the landlord rather than the
tenant
• likelihood of re-letting is concerning to landlord,
particularly if the leased space is difficult to lease
• landlord’s lender may underwrite the property using only
the guaranteed portion of the lease term
• exercise of early lease termination by tenant may result
in a gap in cash flow until a successor tenant
materializes
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What limitations might a landlord
impose even if the right to terminate
early is granted?
• tenant cannot be in default, either at the time of
exercise or on the effective date of early lease
termination
• landlord will insist on a reasonable amount of time
between date of notice and date of early lease
termination so that landlord can find a successor
tenant
• physical condition at time of early lease termination
must conform to lease surrender obligations
• landlord must be satisfied that any underlying
subleases are properly addressed
© Copyright 2019 Saul Ewing Arnstein & Lehr LLP
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What will a well-drafted early lease
termination right cover?
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

describe the lease to be terminated and the leased premises
identify effective date of early lease termination
identify date by which notice to terminate early must be given
clarify whether right to terminate early is a one-time right or a
rolling right
identify any fee to be paid to landlord and when the fee is to be
paid
address agreement of parties as to condition of the leased
premises at time of early lease termination
set forth limitations as to right of tenant to terminate early
prescribe that time is of the essence
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Will landlord impose an early lease
termination fee?
• fee may include amount equal to several months of
base rent and additional rent
• fee may require reimbursement to landlord for
attorneys’ fees and brokerage commissions
• landlord may insist that fee include reimbursement
for costs of leasehold improvements, free rent, or
other tenant concessions and any costs needed to
make returned space usable
• fee may be prorated/amortized (perhaps also using
an assumed interest rate factor) to reflect the
occurrence of the early lease termination date during
the lease term
© Copyright 2019 Saul Ewing Arnstein & Lehr LLP
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What additional limitations may a
landlord impose?
• will landlord limit exercise to originally
named tenant?
• will landlord allow affiliates of tenant to
exercise?
• will landlord allow early termination right to
flow to assignees?
• will landlord limit right to exercise to original
term and not to renewal terms?
© Copyright 2019 Saul Ewing Arnstein & Lehr LLP
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A few additional thoughts . . .
• much better to have a self-contained early termination right within the
lease rather than to have language which only sets the stage for a later
negotiation of early termination rights once tenant exercises its right to
terminate early
• landlord should schedule inspection of leased premises to confirm that
all surrender obligations have been fulfilled by tenant
• landlord should do a true-up of pass-throughs (if applicable under the
lease) as if the date of early lease termination was the lease expiration
date
• landlord should consider survival of certain obligations, to the extent
problematic during the lease term, such as after discovered
environmental issues and true-up expenses not known at the time of
early lease termination
• landlord might consider an acceleration of lease expiration date
agreement rather than an early lease termination agreement
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II. Option of Tenant to Reduce
Size of Leased Premises

Howard R. Majev
Saul Ewing Arnstein & Lehr LLP
November 19, 2019
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Why would a tenant wish to reduce
the size of the leased premises?
• loss (or scheduled loss) of certain business
or an underlying contract
• tenant needs less space for its business
operations
• tenant wants to limit its possible exposure in
the event of a business or economic
downturn
© Copyright 2019 Saul Ewing Arnstein & Lehr LLP
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Why would a landlord resist
granting a right of space reduction?
• market conditions favor the landlord rather
than the tenant
• likelihood of re-letting the returned space is
concerning to landlord
• landlord’s lender may underwrite the property
using only the space that is not subject to
reduction rights
• exercise of space reduction right by tenant may
result in a gap in cash flow until a successor
tenant for the returned space materializes
© Copyright 2019 Saul Ewing Arnstein & Lehr LLP
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What limitations will a landlord
impose even if the right to reduce
space is granted?

• tenant cannot be in default, either at the time of
exercise or on the effective date of space reduction
• landlord will insist on a reasonable amount of time
between date of notice and date of space reduction so
that landlord can find a successor tenant for the
returned space
• physical condition of returned space at time of
surrender must conform to lease surrender obligations
• returned space must be configured and located so as to
be rentable and usable, with appropriate rights of
access, utility metering and availability, and demising
walls
• landlord must be satisfied that any underlying
subleases are properly addressed
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What will a well-drafted space
reduction right cover?
• describe the lease, the leased premises, the space to be
retained and the space to be returned
• identify effective date of space reduction
• identify date by which notice of space reduction must be given
• clarify whether right of space reduction is a one-time right or a
rolling right
• identify any fee to be paid to landlord and when the fee is to be
paid
• address agreement of parties as to condition of returned
premises at time of space reduction
• adjustments of “tenant’s proportionate share” of pass-through
expenses and parking rights
• set forth other limitations as to right of tenant to reduce space
• prescribe that time is of the essence
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Will landlord impose a space
reduction fee?
• fee may include amount equal to several months of
base rent and additional rent, as pertaining to space
to be surrendered
• fee may require reimbursement to landlord for
certain attorneys’ fees and brokerage commissions
• landlord may insist that fee include reimbursement
for certain costs of leasehold improvements, free
rent, or other tenant concessions
• fee may be prorated/amortized (perhaps also by
using an assumed interest rate factor) to reflect the
occurrence of the space reduction date during the
lease term
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What additional limitations may a
landlord impose?
• will landlord limit exercise to originally
named tenant?
• will landlord allow affiliates of tenant to
exercise?
• will landlord allow space reduction right to
flow to assignees?
• will landlord limit right to exercise to original
term and not to renewal terms?
© Copyright 2019 Saul Ewing Arnstein & Lehr LLP
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A few additional thoughts . . .
• much better to have a self-contained space reduction right within
the lease rather than to have language which sets the stage for a
later negotiation of space reduction rights once tenant exercises
its right to reduce space
• landlord should schedule inspection of returned premises to
confirm that all surrender obligations have been fulfilled by
tenant
• landlord should do a true-up of pass-throughs (if applicable under
the lease) as if date of space reduction was the lease expiration
date
• landlord should consider survival of certain obligations, to the
extent problematic, such as after discovered environmental
issues and true-up expenses not known at the time of space
reduction
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III. Option of Tenant to
Purchase the Underlying
Property
Howard R. Majev
Saul Ewing Arnstein & Lehr LLP
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What conditions might a landlord impose
on any right given to a tenant in a lease to
purchase the underlying property?
• that tenant not be in default at the time of exercise of such
right or on the closing date
• that the purchase be in cash and without a financing
contingency
• that the purchase be concluded expeditiously once tenant
exercises its option to purchase
• that any internal transfer of the property by landlord or any
sale of a portfolio of properties by landlord or landlord
affiliates including the property not trigger any right on the
part of tenant to purchase the property
• that langauge be included in the lease that will function as a
contract of sale and that the langauge not set the stage for
further/endless negotiations at a later time if tenant
exercises its option to purchase
© Copyright 2019 Saul Ewing Arnstein & Lehr LLP
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What will a well crafted option to
purchase provision include?
• description of the land and improvements to be purchased
• clarity as to the purchase price, if fixed, or a clear mechanism for
determination of the purchase price (appraisal, etc.)
• window within which tenant must exercise the option to purchase
• definition as to the time frame by which closing should occur
• inclusion of an exhibit of title matters to which the purchase will
be subject
• reference to any reports disclosing environmental or property
conditions to which the property will be subject at closing
• acknowledgement by tenant, as purchaser, that it is buying the
property in its “as is” condition
• agreement by tenant that it will be undertaking all of its due
diligence prior to any exercise of the option to purchase
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continued . . .
• agreement as to the rights of tenant to assign
to an affiliate of tenant
• role and possible compensation of any brokers
• agreements, if any, regarding confidentiality as
to the purchase transaction
• incorporation of state or local law requirements
or practices
• possible attachment to the lease of the forms
of the deed and other conveyancing documents
that will apply in connection with any sale of the
property
© Copyright 2019 Saul Ewing Arnstein & Lehr LLP
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Questions?
Please feel free to contact:
Howard R. Majev
Saul Ewing Arnstein & Lehr LLP
Email: howard.majev@saul.com
Telephone: (410) 332-8614
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